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INTRODUCTION. You are about to start an OCR Level 2 Diploma in Health and Social Care (Adults) for England. We wish you every success and hope that this
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Level 2 Diploma in Health and Social Care (Adults) for England. Knowledge ERR - Level 2 Award in ERR in the Health, Social Care and CYP settings.
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health and social care sectors will involve working alongside people with a Page 5. 5. Promoting Health Education Level 3 Unit 15. TEACHING CONTENT.
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HSC 026 - Implement person centred approaches in health and social care. HSC 027 - Contribute to health and safety in health and social care. HSC 028
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Who regulates health and social care professionals?

Health and social care professionals who work in the UK must be registered with one of the 12 regulators listed in this leaflet. These organisations have been set.
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psychology in the context of health and social care

What are the main approaches to psychological thinking and research? Who are identify professionals whose practice is mainly concerned with the applica- The various health and social care professions have also developed inde- pendentl y . to explain hum
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Psychology is the study of the human mind and behaviour. This unit various psychological perspectives before exploring their . The assessment criteria are.
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This unit emphasises the importance of sociological introduced to the various sociological perspectives. Social health. M2 compare sociological Page 7.
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